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1.    Introduction

During the period covered by the contract, researchhas been conducted

basically in two - connected - areas:

i)  investigations of hadron structure as revealed in semileptonic pro-

cesses (mostly "deep inelastic" scattering of electrons and neutrinos),

ii) investigations concerning a "light" -like formulation of hadron  dyna -

mic s.

While the research covered by i) was carried out more-or-less at a pheno-

menological level, investigations mentioned under ii) had a more fundamental

aim: we wanted to see whether the .lessons learned from phenomenological

models can be utilized in an effort directed towards constructing a working

dynamical model of hadrons and their interactions.
-                                            .... -........ ----.----

In this report we briefly summarize the results obtained in both areas.

This summary reflects primarily our present level of understanding of the pro-

blems and not necessarily the way as the investigations progressed in time.

2. Research Staff

Professor Gabor Domokos, Research Contract Director, 50% of full -time
f.:.

Dr. Susan Kovesi-Domokos, Research.Associate,   100%  of full -time

Dr. Edmond Schonberg, Visiting Lecturer ,(through  June  30,   1971)  50% of full -time

M.    B.   C. Yunn, Graduate Assistant (through March  31,    1972)  63%  of  full -time

3.  Investigations of Semileptonic Processes

Three problems were investigated:

1)   The physical foundations  of the resonance model and the problem of

a breakdown of scale invariance.

2) Deep inelastic scattering of neutrinos.
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3)  Estimation of hadronic contributions to the hyperfine structure of

hydrogen.

3.1 The physical foundations of the resonance model. Breakdown of

scale invariance ?

The basic features of a resonance model of semileptonic reactions in

1 2 3the deep inelastic region have been described in our earlier papers. '  '

It was found that the model gives quantitative fits to the available data on

inelastic electron scattering for a large region of energies and momentum

transfers in terms of one free parameter only (an overall normalization
4constant of the structure functions   ) and is  able to predict polarizations,

etc., not yet rneasured.

The basic assumptions of the resonance model are:

a)  The amplitude of the process in question can be approximately

split into two parts, ("diffractive" and "nondiffractive" contribu-

tions; cf. Harari's "two-component duality" for hadronic processes).

b)  The nondiffractive part of the amplitude can be well approximated by

a  sum over resonance contributions.

c)  The average electromagnetic transition matrix element can be esti-

mated by extrapolating low-energy data.

Why does such a - basically primitive - model work?  (To be sure, it can be ex-

pected to work in the kinematic regions where nondiffractive contributions are

likely to dominate; this is borne out by a comparison with the data. ) An answer

»         is obtained by realizing that there is a close analogy between the behavior of

5
nucleons and nuclei in electroexcitation. A composite system (like a nucleus)

has a complicated level structure. With increasing excitation, the degeneracy

and total width of the levels increases rapidly.    Thus, the physically measurable

quantities are always averages over a large number of individual levels.  In a
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first approximation, spins, parities,   etc.   of the individual levels  may be  as -

sumed to be ·randomly distributed, even though they would be calculatable

from first principles. Such random distributions lead to smooth and relatively

slowly varying average transition matrix elements. In order to be able to

extrapolate down to low-energy data (and thus to fix the parameters from low-

energy experments), itis only necessary that the"randomization" of the dis-

tribution take place already at relatively low excitations. The approximate

validity of this procedure (applied by us in the resonance model) is supported

both by a study of the measured excitation spectrum of the nucleon, and also
5

by a qualitative study of the average behavior of nuclei in electroexcitation.

The  outcome of this investigation is well illustrated by Figure  1. We plotted
12the behavior of the structure function of a (relatively light !) nucleus (C6  )

measured at a fairly low incident electron energy (65 MeV). The independent

variable used corresponds to Bjorken's scale variable (which - regrettably -

is not used by nuclear physicists). While the experimental curve is definitely

" bumpy, exhibiting the well-known, low-lying levels of carbon, its semi-"

local average is quite smooth and follows roughly the curve one obtains from

a Fermi-gas model. (The "parton -model" of nuclear electroexcitation. )  The

qualitative similarity of this curve with those obtained from SLAC -MIT experi -
6ments on nucleons is obvious. (Bloom and Gilman conjectured the dual  be -

havior of electroexcitation amplitudes  on the basis  of such curves. )

Thus we learn that the success of a resonance model is essentially due to

the  fact that nucleons   seem to respond to excitation roughly  as   many -body  sys -

tems (bound by strong, short-range forces) do.

In this picture the scaling-properties of the amplitudes (in particular,

Bjorken-scaling in electroexcitation) arise as a result of an interplay between

the average behaviors  of the level-structure and the transition matrix elements.
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It is conceivable that at still higher excitations the level structure changes

and scale-invariance breaks down. This possibility was also analyzed5.  We

found that  - at least  in the framework  of the res onance model  - a change  in the

level structure leads to a rather definite form for the breakdown of scaling.

Our  result  can be formulated as follows:   Let F2(co)  be the structure function

VW2 of electron scattering as measured e. g. in the present-day Stanford ex-

periments, in the Bjorken-region of the kinematical variables, i. e.

V W 2(v,  q 2)   -  F 2(w) .

The change in the level-structure can be characterized by a dimensionless  func -

tion,  g( 2)(with g(x) - 1 for x << 1), where s w q240 - 1) is roughly the excita-

tion energy squared of the nucleon in its rest frame and M is the "characteristic

mass" around which the level structure changes.  We find:

2
2      q (w - 1)vW 2 ( V,  q   )  +  g C 2  )FZ(W)M

This formula predicts that:

a)  The breakdown of scaling is multiplicative.

b)  In order to look for a breakdown of scaling - at least of this type -

the kinematics of the experiments should be arranged so that both q2

and (w - 1) have to be kept substantial. Alternative (mostly qualitative)

predictions coilde·rning:*·breakdown of Bjorken-scaling were made by
7

other authors, especially by K. Wilson. Experiments are planned at

NAL  (neutrinos) to investigate - among other things  - this possible

feature of deep inelastic lepton scattering.

3.2 Deep inelastic scattering of neutrinos

The basic purpose  of this investigation was  to test the philosophy under -

lying the resonance model (see previous section).  If the model has any validity,
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it  should  be  able  to make absolute predictions about the neutrino -excitation  of

nucleons.  (The only free parameter in the model is contained in the strength

function and thus it should be independent of the mode of excitation. )

Besides, investigation of neutrino excitation of nucleons is interesting

from a theoretical point of view. A large number of results is available

(mostly in the form of sum-rules), derived from various versions of "free

quark" models (current density a],gebra, quark-parton-model,   etc. ).    Thus,

comparison of the predictions of the resonance model with other theoretical

models and with the experimental data yields potentially useful information

leading towards the improvement of the theory. The results of these investiga-

tions are described in ref.  8 and we proceed now to summarize them briefly.

Ignoring the structure functions W4' W5 (which do not contribute if the

mass  of the charged lepton can be neglected - -a good approximation at high

energies), we have to work with three structure functions, Wl' WZ' and W3

Of these, Wl and W2 behave roughly in the same way as their counterparts in

electroproduction  -  and  thus are expected to be relatively ins ensitive to details

of the model, - whereas W3 arises from the interference between the vector

and axial vector contributions, and thus, in principle, it furnishes the same

type of information about the transitions as the spin-dependent term in electro-

production (although, in a much less clean form).

The usual difficulty in writing down ,axial vector transition matrix elements

(due to the nonconservation of the axial current).was overcome through the

use of appropriately generalized Goldberger-Treiman-Nambu relations.   (By

the way, these relations lead to an interesting equality between two of the

8
axial transition amplitudes, which can be tested either in photoproduction or

neutrino-production of I =* nucleon resonances. )

After summing over the resonance contributions in the way described in
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refs.   2  and  3 we obtained the following results.

a)  Scaling laws in the Bjorken region:

The structure functions Wl' VW2' and vW3 are the ones which be-

come functions of the Bjorken scale variable alone.

b)  The Callan-Gross relation, VW2 = 2/co Wl is satisfied, signifying the

vanishing of the scalar cross section in the Bjorken.limit.

c)  There is a substantial contribution to the cross section from the

vector-axial vector interference term.  In the scaling limit, the ratio:

-XW 3
-ip-

2

is not nearly constant, contrary to what was conjectured on the basis

of some other models, cf. Fig. 2.  (All the curves are plotted against
-1

x  =  co     ,   following the custom in neutrino physics. )

d)  The total event rate on a target composed of an equal number of protons

and neutrons (the "CERN-convention" :for interpreting their data) was

9calculated and compared with the CERN-data  (the only ones available

at present), see Fig. 3. Good agreement is obtained between the theory

and experiment for 0.2 <x < 1 (1 1 w < 5), similarly tothe case of elec-

troproduction, cf. ref. 2. Appropriate curves and tables were pre-

sented8 for the calculation of the event-rate on a target of any composi-

tion.   For x < 0.2, probably diffraction dominates.   The v/ E dependence

of the event rate was also calculated and good agreement was obtained

with the data above incident neutrino energies,   E>  1  BeV.

e)  Various sum rules (Adler, Callan-Gross) have been evaluated in terms

of the structure functions furnished by the resonance model. There are

substantial differences between the "free quark" and resonance model

predictions (the resonance model predictions are generally smaller).
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When comparison with the data is feasible at all (the data have very

large statistical errors) the latter seem to favor the predictions of

the resonance nnodel.

From the "many-body point of view" (previous section) we may conjecture that

the free-quark and resonance models represent two extreme limits (no-corre-
lation and very strong correlation limits, respectively) of some future theory.

Probably the truth lies somewhere in between.

Present data from CERN do not allow to test all the predictions of the

model (for example, it is hopeless to try to extract the contribution of the

vector-axial interference term, much less its x-dependence).  We hope to ob-

tain more information about the validity of the model as soon as data from

Gargamelle and/or NAL will be available.

3.3 Hadronic contribution to the hyperfine structure (HFS) of the hydro-

gen spectrum
10

The investigation was carried out in cooperation with Mr. D. Jensen

from this University (not supported  by this contract). Its purpose  was  two -

fold.

a)  Calculati'on of the inelastic hadronic contribution to the HFS (in the
model under investigation this means resonance contributions) involves

an integral over the spin-dependent structure functions of electroexci-

tation. Since no polarized beam, polarized target data are presently

available, comparison of the results with the data yields a partial test

of the predictions of the theory.

b)  Calculation of the hadronic polarization contribution is an interesting

problem on its own merit, mainly from the point of view of high-accuracy

QED calculations.
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The main result of ref.  10 is that the polarization contribution to the

HFS of H, (coming from the resonances) is about 1 ppm. This value is well

11within the limits obtained by Cole on the basis of QED calculations.  (The

latter  is   (3.2   f  3.6)  ppm).

An interesting side -result  of this calculation is the finding that the Drell-

Hearn sum rule given a precise determination of the symmetry breaking
12

parameter X, introduced in ref. 3, due to the fact that the magnetic moments

of nucleons are quite accurately measured. The Drell-Hearn sum rule gives

X  =  0.807;  this  is  to be compared  with the value,   X  . 0.85, estimated  from  the -

much less precise - 8(1236) electroproduction measurements. The latter value

is obtained after a careful analysis of the electroproduction data; the rough

estimate of ref.  3 (X . 0.9) is compatible, within the errors, with both of

these numbers. (Errors are rather hard to estimate, since it is evident that

they are considerably larger than pure statistical deviations. ) Incidentally, we

recalculated the polarization asymmetry in polarized beam, polarized target

electroexcitation experiments with the value of X obtained in ref.  10.  No sig-
3nificant deviation from the previously calculated curve was obtained, so we

did not consider the result worth publishing. (The detailed results of the cal-

culation were made available, however, to interested workers in this field,

through private communications. )

As emphasized before, the spin-dependent parts of the electroproduction

amplitude,  W3 and W4 are strongly model dependent.    Thus,  it is reassuring to

find that  W3  and  W4 fall within the limits  s et  by HFS experiments  and that  the

values  of X, determined from to independent sources, are consistent with each

other. These results lend further support to the resonance model.
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4. Null Plane Formulation of Hadron Dynamics

4.1 Physical motivation

This investigation was motivated by the following observations.

i)  The qualitative behavior of hadrons in various reactions bears a

striking resemblance to known composite systems, in particular,

nuclei.  (Cf. Sec. 2.1, and ref. 13. )

ii) The limited success of "infinite momentum" techniques,  and of the

parton model in particular, suggest that the description of hadronic

reactions and hadron structure may become particularly simple in

a reference frame moving with the velocity of light.

iii) The resonance and parton models make very similar predictions

concerning various reaction amplitudes even though they start from

seemingly very different assumptions. This circumstance lends

further support to the "many-body point of view. "

Thus, the following problem arises:  can one construct reasonably simple

models of hadrons which incorporate these features ?

Such models certainly have to satisfy certain basic requirements, in par-

ticular, they should be Lorentz covariant.   They also should be ·sufficiently

flexible in order to furnish us with a "theoretical laboratory, " such that the

consequences of various theoretical assumptions can be explored. In other

words:   can one construct a "nuclear physics" of hadrons ? We approached

this problem in several steps.

4.2 The problem of kinematics

Evidently, a kinematical framework has to be constructed before the

problem of dynamics can be approached. The basic problem to be overcome

is that a reference frame moving with the velocity of light is not a Lorentz
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frame, and thus by an explicit use of "infinite momentum" frames one loses

control over the Lorentz transformation properties of the various observables.

It was conjectured that the appropriate substitute for the use of "infinite

momentum" frames was a procedure whereby states are specified on wave-

fronts of plane light -waves, ·(niall planes) rather  than on spacelike hypersur-

faces. This conjecture is supported by model calculations performed by the
14

Stanford group (Mostly QED to few non-vanishing orders of perturbation

theory. ) Making use of the fact that lightlike vectors are best characterized by

15,16
spinors, we developed a spinor technique for a unified description of

states and/9r fields on null-planes. This technique proved to be extremely

useful in subsequent work, since it allows one to handle the kinematics on null

planes in a very simple way.  Most of the time the use of the spinor technique

leads quickly and unambiguously to the desired results, thus avoiding much of

the cumbersome calculations which made earlier work using infinite -momentum

techniques so difficult. Further exploration  of the group theoretic. (i. e.   kine -

matic) properties lead to the discovery that the stability group of null-planes
17

can be non-trivially enlarged by using the conformal, rather than the Poin-

l
care group. It turns out that one of the subgroups of the stability group is

isomorphic to SU(1,1). By choosing a "natural" realization of the generators

(on the universal enveloping algebra of the Poincar  group), it was shown that
i--

the states spanning this realization correspond to those of a two dimensional

harmonic oscillator (in the two spacelike dimensions of the basis adapted to

the null plane). This result may have rather interesting consequences.

Indeed, at about the same time when our work was completed,  it was dis -

18
covered by the Yale group that such oscillator states reflect many of the

properties built into certain phenomenological models - in particular, the

droplet model - of hadronic reactions. At present, this subject is being further
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explored in cooperation with the Yale group.

4.3 The characteristic initial value problem in conventional field theory.

Parton properties
14

The subject was first explored by the Stanford group. Conventional field

theories, derivable - formally  - from a local Lagrangian have the advantage

that Lorentz invariance is automatically satisfied, provided the Lagrangian

density is invariant. We wanted to see whether a reformulation of such field

theories  - by specifying initial conditions  on null planes, rather than spacelike

surfaces   - does indeed  lead  to a parton-like structure  of the scattering ampli -

tudes. Rather than choosing the Staiiford approach,   (i. e. studying QED to few

orders of perturbation theory) we concentrated on formal properties of the

problem and so chose such models for which at least part of the necessary

operations can be performed without recourse to perturbation theory.  (A self-
15

interacting spinor model turned out to be very instructive  ).

Since a null plane is a characteristic surface of a "·normal" relativistic

16
field theory, the Cauchy data are constrained. The spinor technique (cf.

Sec. 4.2) allows one to separate out and eliminate the constrained field com-

ponents very easily and thus the Cauchy problem can be reformulated in terms

of the independent components alone. After such a reformulation, electromag-

netic and weak interactions can be introduced very much in the same way as in

the ordinary formulation.    Thus,  one is  able to calculate  - at least in principle  -

the second order response to an external electromagnetic or weak field; this

response operator is the fundamental quantity in describing inelastic, semi-

leptonic processes. We found that the response operator has a very remarkable

15structure. The interaction appears  in the  form of an eikonal operator; other -

wise, the theory takes  on  a form which bears a strong resemblance  to  a  non -

relativistic many-body theory in two dimensions. On making a Hartree·-Fock
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approximation, the matrix element. of the response operator goes over into an

unrenormalized, free field matrix element.   Thus, the parton structure of

electroproduction and neutrino-production amplitudes is reproduced; however,

now in a manifestly Lorentz covariant fashion. Incidentally, the null-plane

formulation suggests the use of

dv  + q  - v
2     2

K= rn

as the "natural" scale variable, rn being the nucleon mass. (Asymptotically,
19f goes over into the standard Bjorken variable, x. )  J. Kuti found that in

terms E, rather than x, scaling in electroproduction sets in at relatively low
2

values of q ; thus, this variable may indeed have a deeper dynamical signifi-

cance. At present, Mr. B. C. Yunn is exploring further the characteristic

initial value problem for local field theories; the investigation is principally

aimed at discovering further properties (in particular, symmetry properties,

cf. Sec.  4.2) of the theory which a consistent null plane dynamics must have.

4.4  Towards the formulation of a "nuclear physics" of hadrons

After the preparatory steps described above, we attacked the main problem

posed in Sec. 4.1 and began to work on a formulation of dynamics directly on

null  planes.    This  part  of the investigations  is  not yet finished at the time  of

writing this report. However, we already have a few encouraging results.  A

Hamiltonian formulation turned out to be the easiest; it is also most suitable

to handle multiparticle states. We succeeded in constructing a class of co-

variant interactions, or rather - and more importantly - obtained a prescrip-

tion for constructing them. A quark model based on these principles can be

constructed. By assuming a reasonable form of the interaction, ("harmonic

potential, " corresponding to low-lying excitations of the system above its

ground state), we were able to obtain a spectrum of quark-antiquark excitations,
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which, at least qualitatively, resembles the observed spectrum of mesons.

(Linear, exchange degenerate Regge trajectories. ) At present it appears

that meson-meson elastic scattering amplitudes in the Hartree-Fock approxi-

mation exhibit exact local duality; this part of the calculation has not been

finished, however. We expect to complete the first part of the calculations

(and thus publiah our first paper on this approach) before the end of the pre-

sent contract period.

5.  Conclusion and Outlook

The research described in this report completes a certain phase in our

general program of investigations into the structure of hadrons and their

interaction. It appears that sufficient material has been collected from the

study of phenomenological models  so that  one is  able to draw certain theore -

tical conslusions concerning some general properties of hadronic reactions.

This  implies  also  that  one will have to venture into constructing  more  ambi -

tious models than the ones studied by us 60 far. While this step admittedly

involves certain risks from the scientific point of view (one may, e. g. be

mistaken about the firmness of the experimental or theoretical evidence in-

voked to suppott certain hypotheses), our ·results encourage us to think that

this risk is worth taking.
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Figure Captions

12Figure 1. Electroproduction structure function of C 6
plotted against the

E-E'variable 2  . Dashed curve: experimental data. Smooth
q

curve: semilocal average. Curves reproduced from ref. 5.

Figure 2. The ratio of the VA interference contribution to the structure

function  VW2 in neutrino-excitation of nucleons, as calculated

from the resonance model.

Figure 3. Theoretical event rate in neutrino excitation of nucleons com-

pared with ,experimental data. Theoretical curve calculated from

the resonance model; data taken from ref. 9.
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' 1. Introduction

During the period covered by the contract, research has been conducted

basically in two - connected - areas:

i)  investigations of hadron structure as revealed in semileptonic pro-

cesses (mostly "deep inelastic" scattering of electrons and neutrinos),

ii) investigations concerning a "light" -like formulation of hadron dyna -

Inics.

While the research covered by i) was carried out more-or-less at a pheno-

menological level, investigations mentioned under ii) had a more fundamental

aim: we wanted to see whether the lessons learned from phenomenological

models can be utilized in an effort directed towards constructing a working

dynamical model of hadrons and their interactions.

In this report we briefly summarize the results obtained in both areas.          '

This summary reflects primarily our present level of understanding of the pro-

blems and not necessarily the way as the investigations progressed in time.

2. Research Staff

Professor Gabor Domokos, Research Contract Director,   50%  of full -time

Dr. Susan Kovesi-Domokos, Research Associate,   100%  of full -time

Dr. Edmond Schonberg, Visiting Lecturer (through  June  30,   1971)  50%of full -time

M.   B.   C. Yunn, Graduate Assistant (through March  31,   1972)  63%  of full -time

t -

3.  Investigations of Semileptonic Processes

Three problems were investigated:

1)  The physical foundations of the resonance model and the problem of

a breakdown of scale invariance.

2) Deep inelastic scattering of neutrinos.

1 1 0 .
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3)  Estimation of hadronic contlibutions to the hyperfine structure of

hydrogen.

3.1 The physical foundations of the resonance model. Breakdown of

scale invariance ?

The basic features of a resonance model of semileptonic reactions in
1 2 3

the deep inelastic region have been described in our earlier papers. '  '

It was found that the model gives quantitative fits to the available data on

inelastic electron scattering for a 14rge region of energies and momentum

transfers in terms of one free parameter only (an overall normalization

4constant of the structure functions   ) and is  able to predict polarizations,

etc., not yet measured.

The basic assumptions of the resonance model are:  .

a)  The amplitude of the process in question can be approximately

split  into two parts, ("diffractive" and "nondiffractive" contribu -

tions; cf. Harari's "two-cornponent duality" for hadronic processes).

b)  The nondiffractive part of the amplitude can be well approximated by

a sum over resonance contributions.

c)  The average electromagnetic transition matrix element can be esti-

mated by extrapolating low -energy data.

Why does  such a - basically primitive - model work ? (To be.sure,  it can be  ex-

pected to work in the kinematic regions where nondiffractive contributions are

likely to dominate; this is borne out by a comparison with the data. ) An answer

is obtained by realizing that there is a close analogy between the behavior of
5

nucleons and nuclei in electroexcitation. A composite system (like a nucleus)

has a complicated level structure. With increasing excitation, the degeneracy

and total width of the levels increases rapidly.   Thus, the physically measurable

quantities are always averages over a large number of individual levels.  In a

r---  1
4                                                                                                                                           1
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first approximation, spins, parities,  etc.  of the individual levels  may be as -

sumed to be randomly distributed, even though they would be calculatable

from first principles. Such random distributions lead to smooth and relatively

Slowly varying average transition matrix elements. In order to be able to

extrapolate down to low-energy data (and thus to fix the parameters from low-

energy experments),  itis only necessary that the"randomization" of the dis -

'     tribution take place already at relatively low excitations. The approximate

validity of this procedure (applied by us in the resonance model) is supported

both by a study of the measured excitation spectrum of the nucleon, and also
5

by a qualitative study of the average behavior of nuclei in electroexcitation.

The outcome of this investigation is well illustrated by Figure  1. We plotted
12the behavior of the structure function of a (relatively light !) nucleus (C6  )

measured at a fairly low incident electron energy (65 MeV). The independent

variable used corresponds to Bjorken's scale variable (which - regrettably -

is not used by nuclear physicists). While the experimental curve is definitely

"burnpy, "  exhibiting the well-known, low-lying levels of carbon, its semi-

local average is quite smooth and follows roughly the curve one obtains from

a Fermi-gas model.  . (The "parton-model" of nuclear electroexcitation. )  The

qualitative similarity of this curve with those obtained from SLAC -MIT experi-
6ments on nucleons is obvious. (Bloom and Gilman conjectured the dual be-

havior of electroexcitation amplitudes  on the basis  of such curves.)        -

Thus we learn that the success of a resonance model is essentially due to

the fact that nucleons  seem to respond to excitation roughly as many-body sys -

tems (bound by strong, short-range forces) do.

In this picture the scaling-properties of the amplitudes (in particular,

Bjorken-scaling in electroexcitation) arise as a result of an interplay between

the average behaviors of the level-structure and the transition matrix elements.

I.
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It is conceivable that at still higher excitations the level structure changes
5and scale-invariance breaks down. This possibility was also analyzed ·.  We

found  that  - at least  in the framework  of the res onance model  - a change  in the

level structure leads to a rather definite form for the breakdown of scaling.

Our  result  can be formulated as follows:    Let F2(co) be the structure function

VW2 of electron scattering as measured e. g. in the present-day Stanford ex-

periments,  in the Bjorken-region of the kinematical variables,  i. e.

2
VW 2 ( v,  q    )   -  F 2 (co) .

The change in the level-structure can be characterized by a dimensionless func_-

tion,    g( 2)(with  g(x)  -  1   for  x  << 1), where   s     q2(co   -   1) is roughly the excita -

tion energy squared of the nucleon in its rest frame and M is the "characteristic

mass" around which the level structure changes.  We find:

2
q (w - 1)

VW2(v, 42) se g<    MZ    )F2(co).

This formula predicts that:

a)  The breakdown of scaling is multiplicative.

b)  In order to look for a breakdown of scaling - at least of this type -

the kinematics of the experir:rents should be arranged so that both q2

and (w - 1) have to be kept substantial. Alternative (mostly qualitative)

predictions coicerning a breakdown of Bjorken-scaling were made by
7other authors, especially by K. Wilson. Experiments are planned at

NAL (neutrinos) to investigate - among other things - this possible

feature of deep inelastic lepton scattering.

3.2 Deep inelastic scattering of ne€trinos

The basic purpose of this investigation was to test the philosophy under-

lying the resonance model (see previous section).  If the model has any validity,

i.. ,
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it should be able to make absolute predictions about the neutrino-excitation of

nucleons.  (The only free parameter in the model is contained in the strength

function and thus it should be independent of the mode of excitation. )

Besides, investigation of neutrino excitation of nucleons is interesting
--

from a theoretical point of view. A large number of results is available

(mostly in the form of sum-rules), derived from various versions of "free

quark" models (current density algebra, quark-parton-model,   etc. ).     Thus,

comparison of the predictions of the resonance model with other theoretical

models  and  with the experimental data yields potentially us eful information

leading towards the improvement of the theory. The results of these investiga-

tions are described in ref. 8 and we proceed nbw to summarize them briefly.

Ignoring the structure functions W4' WS (which do not contribute if the

mass of the charged lepton can be neglected -- a good approximation at high

energies), we have to work with three structure functions, Wl' WZ' and W3.
Of these, Wl and W2 behave roughly in the same way as their counterparts in

electroproduction  -  and thus are eipected to be relatively ins ensitive to details

of the model, - whereas W3 arises from the interference between the vector

i

and axial vector contributions, and thus, in principle, it furnishes the same

type of information about the transitions as the spin-dependent term in electro-

production (although, in a much less clean form).

The usual difficulty in writing down,axial vector transition matrix elements

(due to the nonconservation of the axial current) was overcome through the

use of appropriately generalized Goldberger-Treiman-Nambu relations.    (By

the way, these relations lead to an interesting equality between two of the  

axial transition amplitud es,8 which can be tested either in photoproduction or

neutrino-production of I= * nucleon resonances. )

After summing over the resonance contributions in the way described in
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refs.   2  and  3 we obtained the following results.

a) Scaling laws in the Bjorken region:

, The structure functions Wl' VW2' and vW3 are the ones which be-

come functions of the Bjorken scale variable alone.

b)  The Callan-Gross relation, vW2 = 2/w Wl is satisfied, signifying the

vanishing of the scalar cross section in the Bjorkeit limit.

c)  There is a substantial contribution to the cross section from the

vector-axial vector interference term.   In the scaling limit, the ratio:

-XW
3

-W-
2

is not nearly constant, contrary to what was conjectured on the basis

of some other models, cf. Fig. 2.  (All the curves are plotted against
-1

x=w   , following the custom in neutrino physics. )     '

d)  The total event rate on a target composed of an equal number of protons

and neutrons (the "CERN-convention" for interpreting their data) was

9calculated and compared with the CERN-data  (the only ones available

at present), see Fig. 3. Good agreement is obtained between the theory

and experiment for 0.2 <x < 1 (1 c w <5), similarly tothe case of elec-

troproduction, cf..ref. 2. Appropriate curves and tables were pre-

sented8 for the calculation of the event-rate ona target of any composi-

tion.   For x < 0.2, probably diffraction dominates.   The v/ E dependence

of the event rate was also calculated and good agreement was obtained

with the data above incident neutrino energies,   E>  1  BeV.

e)  Various sum rules (Adler, Callan-Gross) have been evaluated in terms

of the structure functions furniskied by the resonance model. There are

substantial differences between the "free quark" and resonance model

pr.edictions (the resonance model predictions are generally smaller).

-

1
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When comparison with the data is feasible at all (the data have *ery

large statistical errors)the latter seem to favor the predictions of
l

the resonance model.

From the "many-body point of view" (previous section) we may conjecture that

the free -quark and resonance models represent two extreme limits (no-corre-

lation and very strong cortelation limits, respectively) of some future theory.

Probably the truth lies somewhere in between.

Present data from CERN do not allow to test all the predictions of the

model (for example, it is hopeless to try to extract the contribution of the

vector-axial interference term, much less its x-dependence).  We hope to ob-

tain more information about the validity of the model as soon as data from

Gargamelle and/or NAL will be available.

3.3 Hadronic contribution to the hyperfine structure (HFS) of the hydro-

gen spectrum
10

The investigation was carried out in cooperation with Mr. D. Jensen

from this University (not supported by this contract). Its purpose was two-

fold.

a)  Calculation.of the inelastic hadronic contribution to the HFS (in the
model under investigation this means resonance contributions) involves

.     an integral over the spin-dependent structure functions of electroexci-

tation. Since no polarized beam, polarized target data are presently

available, comparison of the results with the data yields a partial test

of the predictions of the theory.

b)  Calculation of the hadronic polarization contribution is an interesting

problem on its own merit, mainly from the point of view of high-accuracy

QED calculations.

, r                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            -   E -
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The main result of ref.  10 is that the polarization contribution to the
HFS of H, (coming from the resonances) is about 1 ppm. This value is well
within the limits obtained by Cole on the basis of QED calculations.  (The

11

latter is (3.2 6 3.6) ppm).

An interesting side-result of this calculation is the finding that the Drell-
Hearn sum rule given a precise determination of the symmetry breaking

12
parameter X, introduced in ref. 3, due to the fact that the magnetic moments
of nucleons are quite accurately measured. The Drell-Hearn sum rule gives

.

I X = 0.807; this is to be compared with the value,  X . 0.85, estimated from the-
much less precise - &(1236) electroproduction measurements. The latter value
is obtained after a careful analysis of the electroproduction data; the rough
estimate of ref.  3 (X . 0.9) is cornpatible, within the errors, with both of

 

they are considerably larger than pure statistical deviations. ) Incidentally, we              

these numbers. (Errors are rather hard to estimate, since it is evident that

recalculated the polarization asymmetry in polarized beam, polarized target
electroexcitation experiments with the value of X obtained in ref.  10.  No sig-
nificant deviation from the previously calculated curve3 was obtained, so we                  
did not consider the result worth publishing. (The detailed results of the cal-
culation were made available, howeVer, to interested workers in this field,
through private communications. )

As emphasized before, the spin-dependent parts of the electroproduction
amplitude,  W3 and W4 are strongly model dependent.    Thus,  it is reassuring to
find  that  W3  and  W4 fall within the limits  s et  by HFS experiments  and  that  the
values of X, determined from to independent sources, are consistent with each
other. These results lend further support to the resonance model.

1 1
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4. Null Plane Formulation of Hadron Dynamics

4.1 Physical motivation
iThis investigation was motivated by the following observations.

i), The qualitative behavior of hadrons in various reactions bears a
striking resemblance to known composite systems, in particular,
nuclei.   (Cf. Sec. 2.1, and ref.  13. )

ii) The limited success of "infinite momentum" techniques,  and of the
parton model in particular, suggest that the description of hadronic

.

reactions and hadron structure may become particularly simple in
a reference frame moving with the velocity of light.

\-

iii) The resonance and parton models make very similar predictions
concerning various reaction amplitudes even though they start from

seemingly very different assumptions. This circumstance lends

/1
further support to the "many-body point of view.

Thus, the following problem arises:   can one construct reasonably simple
.models of hadrons which incorporate these features ?

Such models certainly have to satisfy certain basic requirements, in par-
ticular, they should be Lorentz covariant.  They also should be sufficiently
flexible in order to furnish us with a "theoretical laboratory, " such that the
consequences of various theoretical assumptions can be explored. In other
words:  can one construct a "nuclear physics" of hadrons? We approached
this problem in several steps.

4.2 The problem of kinematics

Evidently, a kinematical framework has to be constructed before the
problem of dynamics can be approached. The basic problem to be overcome
is that a reference frame moving with the velocity of light is not a Lorentz

-- E-
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frame, and thus by an explicit use of "infinite momentum" frames one loses

control over the Lorentz transformation properties of the various observables.

It was conjectured that the appropriate substitute for the use of "infinite

momentum" frames was a procedure whereby states are specified on wave-

fronts of plane light -waves, (null planes) rather  than on spacelike hypersur-

faces. This conjecture is supported by model calculations performed by the

Stanford=group (Mostly QED to few non-vanishing orders of perturbation
14

theory. ) Making use of the fact that lightlike vectors are best characterized, by
15,16spinors, we developed a spinor technique for a unified description of

states and/or fields on null-planes. This technique proved to be extremely

useful in subsequent work, since it allows one to handle the kinematics on null

t planes in a very simple way.  Most of the time the use of the spinor technique

1 leads quickly and Unambiguously to the desired results, thus avoiding much of

1                 the cumbersome calculations which made earlier work using infinite-momentum

1

techniques so difficult. Further exploration  of the group theoretic  (i. e.   kine -
i matic) properties lead to the discovery that the stability group of null-planes

17can be non-trivially enlarged by using the conformal, rather than the Poin-
I

: care group. It turns,out that one of the subgroups of the stability group is

isomorphic to SU(1,1). By choosing a "natural" realization of the generators
)

(on the universal enveloping algebra of the Poincare group), it was shown that
--.

the states spanning this realization correspond to those of a two dimensional

harmonic oscillator (in the two spacelike dimensions of the basis adapted to

the null plane). This result may have rather interesting consequences.

Indeed, at about the same time when our work was completed,  it was dis -
18

covered by the Yale group    that such oscillator states reflect many of the

properties built into certain phenomenological models - in particular, the

droplet model - of hadronic reactions. At present, this subject is being further
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explored in cooperation with the Yale group.

4.3 The characteristic initial value problem in conventional field theory.

Parton properties

The subject was first explored by the Stanford group. Conventional field14

theories, derivable - formally  - from a local Lagrangian have the advantage

that Lorentz invariance is autorriatically satisfied, provided the Lagrangian

densify is invariant. We wanted to see whether a reformulation of such field

theories  - by specifying initial conditions  on null planes, rather than spacelike

surfaces   - does indeed  lead  to a parton-like structure  of the scattering ampli -

tudes. Rather than choosing the Stanford approach, (i. e. studying QED to few

orders of perturbation theory) we concentrated on formal properties of the

problem and so chose such models for which at least part of the necessary

operations can be performed without recourse to perturbation theory.  (A self-

15                    1

interacting spinor model turned out to be very instructive  ).

Since a null plane is a characteristic surface of a "normal" relativistic

16
field theory, the Cauchy data are constrained. The spinor technique (cf.

Sec. 4.2) allows one to separate out and eliminate the constrained field com-

ponents very easily and thus the Cauchy problem can be reformulated in terms

of the independent components alone.  After such a reformulation, electromag-

netic and weak interactions can be introduced very much in the same way as in

the ordinary formulation.  Thus, one is able to calculate - at least in principle -

the second order response to an external electromagnetic or weak field; this

response operator is the fundamental quantity in describing inelastic, semi-

leptonic processes. We found that the response operator has a very remarkable

15
structure. The interaction appears in the form of an eikonal operator; other-

wise, the theory takes   on  a form which bears a strong resemblance  to  a  non -

relativistic many-body theory in two dimensions. On making a Hartree-Fock

*.,

--'                                                  6 -1
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approximation, the matrix element of the response operator goes over into an
.-

unrenormalized, free field matrix element.  Thus, the parton structure of

electroproduction and neutrino-production amplitudes is reproduced; however,
t now in a manifestly Lorentz covariant fashion. Incidentally, the null-plane

formulation suggests the use of

12 2
g- I V +q - V

Ill

as the "natural" scale variable, m being the nucleon mass. (Asymptotically,

g goes over into the standard Bjorken variable, x. )  J. Kuti found that in19

terms ff, rather than x, scaling in eledtroproduction sets in at relatively low
2

values  of q  ;  thus, this variable may indeed have a deeper dynamical signifi-

cance. At present, Mr. B. C. Yunn is exploring further the characteristic

initial value problem for local field theories; the investigation is principally

aimed at discovering further properties (in particular, symmetry properties,

cf. Sec.  4.2) of the theory which a consistent null plane dynamics must have.

4.4  Towards the formulation of a "nuclear physics" of hadrons

After the preparatory steps described above, we attacked the main problem

' posed in Sec. 4.1 and began to work on a formulation of dynamics directly on

null  planes.    This  part  of the investigations  is  not yet finished at the time  of

writing this report. However, we already have a few encouraging results.   A

Hamiltonian formulation turned out to be the easiest; it is also most suitable

to handle multiparticle states. We succeeded in constructing a class of co-

variant interactions, or rather - and more importantly - obtained a prescrip-

tion for constructing them. A quark model based on these principles can be

constructed. By assuming a reasonable form of the interaction, ("harmonic

potential, " corresponding to low-lying excitations of the system above its

ground state), we were able to obtain a spectrum of quark-antiquark excitations,
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which, at least qualitatively, resembles. the observed spectrum of mesons.

(Linear, exchange degenerate Regge trajectories. ) At present it appears

that meson-meson elastic scattering amplitudes  in the Hartree-Fock approxi -
mation exhibit exact local duality; this part of the calculation has not been

finished, however. We expect to complete the first part of the calculations

(and thus publish our first paper on this approach) before the end of the pre-

sent contract period.

5.  Conclusion and Outlook

The research described in this report completes a certain phase in our

general program of investigations into the structure of hadrons and their

interaction. It appears that sufficient material has been collected from the

study o»f phenomenological models so that one is able to draw certain theore-

tical conslusions concerning some general properties of hadrbnic reactions.

This  implies  also  that  one will have to venture into constructing  more  ambi -

tious models than the ones studied by us so far. While this step admittedly

involves certain risks from the scientific point of view (one may,  e. g.  be

mistaken about the firmness of the experimental or theoretical evidence in-

voked to suppoit certain hypotheses), our results encourage us to think that

this risk is worth taking.                     -

Y                   -.-   11
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Figure Captions

12Figure 1. Electroproduction structure function of C6 plotted against the
E-E'

variable
2  ·

Dashed curve: experimental data. Smooth
q

curve: semilocal average. Curves reproduced from ref. 5.

Figure 2. The ratio of the VA interference contribution to the structure

function vW2 in neutrino-excitation of nucleons, as calculat€d

from the resonance model.

Figure 3. Theoretical event rate in neutrino excitation of nucleons com-
pared with experimental data. Theoretical curve calculated from

the resonance model; data taken from ref. 9.
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